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ABSTRACT 
 Humanism is right now going through an intriguing 
hypothetical and systemic turn. Various late and compelling 
works of humanism manage the apparently inconsequential 
peculiarities of day to day existence. The standard mass studies 
are being supplanted by top to bottom, interpretative, and 
subjective systems that attention on the visual surface of 
society. They do as such through perception and its 
augmentation - photography. The creator accepts that this is 
certainly not another design but instead signals a genuine 
paradigmatic shift. For the creator, it proclaims the 
development of a 'third' social science, after the 'primary social 
science' of social organic entities and frameworks, and the 'second humanism' of conduct and activity. The 
new spotlight is on friendly presence appeared by get-togethers of different scales. This social science of 
social presence gives another point of vision, which vows to progress extensively how we might interpret a 
few perpetual questions of human culture. At first, Indian human science was affected by imperialism and 
indology. After Autonomy, Indian human science moved towards indigenisation from one perspective and 
basic assessment of the Western hypotheses, ideas and strategies for concentrate on the other. 
Indigenisation and utilization of local texts, sources and perceptions debilitated the Western effect on 
Indian human science. 
 
KEYWORDS : Humanism , intriguing hypothetical and systemic turn. 
 
INTRODUCTION   
 The focal point of ongoing human science is by all accounts changing in a striking manner. 
Assuming we look at the indexes of the most esteemed distributers in the sociologies - Blackwell, 
Cambridge College Press, Country Press - we experience titles that would have appeared to be 
absolutely unfathomable, and would have even been viewed as completely 'informal', just 10 years or 
two prior. Serious and notable writers cheerfully distribute books on subjects, for example, love, 
closeness, companionship, eating out, popular music, shopping, sex, style, tension, risk, doubt, single-
hood, wellbeing and wellness, taxi riding and such. 100 years back, Georg Simmel went about as a kind 
of precursor of this sort of humanism, however filling in as he did in the primes of 'logical' social 
science, especially of a German brand, the particular center he sought after kept him from truly 
accomplishing a scholastic vocation (see: SimmelReference Simmel1, Reference Simmel2). Not so today: 
Simmel himself has been brought back from obscurity, and has been re-instated as a master of the 
ongoing social science, of a status equivalent to those previous symbols Karl Marx, Max Weber and 
Emile Durkheim. 
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Simultaneously, we notice a change in humanistic technique from the quantitative mass studies that for 
a long time ruled humanistic examination toward additional subjective methodologies: perception, 
contextual analyses, inside and out interviews, the translation of 'inner self archives', for example 
precipitously made individual records of involvement (letters, biographies, family photos), and the 
examination of the social iconosphere as an especially fascinating oddity. There is rapidly arising a sub-
discipline of visual humanism, and there are some that are as of now broadcasting the 'notable turn' in 
social science! The possibility of the principal architects of Indian human science gave a plural and 
complex push to social science in India. Banters on Indian humanism became extraordinary after Louis 
Dumont contended for a fit among indology and the present-day Indian culture (social science). 
Because of Dumont's view, Yogendra Singh gives a fivefold grouping of approaches and implies Indian 
humanism through a combination of experimentation and scientific vision. The fundamental 
commitments to make sense of Indian human science have been made by Ramkrishna Mukherjee and 
Yogendra Singh. Mukherjee discusses 'modernisers of Indian social science' and Singh searches for 
'social molding' of Indian humanism. The hypothetical and strategic propensities are obviously 
connected. Without a doubt, on the off chance that we consider the episodes of regular daily existence 
as the focal topic of human science, we need to turn - or maybe better, return - to the strategies for 
perception utilized generally from the outset of the twentieth 100 years by friendly anthropologists or 
ethnographers, in light of the fact that, regardless, daily existence is surely 'noticeable', and 
subsequently discernible, and hence recordable by visual (and other visual) methods. Reference 
Sztompka3 I review a popular German humanist, who had burned through the majority of his 
profession on modern mass overview explores, conceding in private: ' You know, in the event that I 
need truly to comprehend Italian culture I don't convey surveys, yet go to the bistro at the corner, to 
comprehend German culture I go to the bierstube, and to comprehend English society I go to the bar. 
What's more, in this multitude of spots I simply glance around'. Just 'glance around': this is the best 
guidance for developing the humanistic creative mind. 
 
THE ‘THIRD SOCIOLOGY’ 
 What then is normal in this variety of apparently detached, paltry subjects on which current 
creators center? They bring human science down from the extremely conceptual degree of full scale 
humanistic issues of social creatures, social frameworks, financial arrangements, social designs, social 
turn of events, and so on, to the level of the day to day existence of individuals among others, along with 
them, next to each other with them, in collaboration, contest, struggle, or battle with them, in adoration 
or contempt, however never alone, in detachment. Current investigations affix upon the least complex 
and generally average of human encounters, set on unwinding their unpretentious aggregate or 
relational aspects and inner systems. The vast majority of these books are unmistakable, scientific and 
typological. In any case, there are additionally endeavors to build full scale illustrative speculations 
zeroing in on regular day to day existence. Only three late models need be referenced: the hypothesis of 
eye to eye associations by Jonathan Turner,Reference Turner4 of connection ceremonial chains by 
Randall CollinsReference Collins5 and of social pragmatics and social exhibitions by Jeffrey Alexander 
and his gathering. Reference Alexander, Giesen and Pole Is this ongoing move in the direction of regular 
day to day existence and iconographic techniques and sources simply one more passing trend in the 
discipline of social science, which is especially defenseless against designs, or is it an indication of a 
genuinely hypothetical and strategic turn, maybe even a genuine paradigmatic shift?Reference Kuhn7 I 
will contend for the last option. As far as I might be concerned, it connotes the introduction of the 'third 
human science', the social science of social presence, trailing behind the 'primary social science' of 
social wholes - creatures, frameworks - as polished by the works of art of the discipline, Auguste Comte, 
Herbert Spencer, Karl Marx, and later Talcott Parsons, and the 'second social science' of social 
'molecules' - ways of behaving, activities, or even their 'sub-nuclear particles', implications, scripts, 
texts - started by Max Weber, and later sought after by George Herbert Mead, Claude LeviStrauss and 
others. Reference Dawe, Bottomore and Nisbet8 The 'third human science' takes as its definitive object 
of request get-togethers: human activity in aggregate settings, obliged from one viewpoint by the 
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agential gift of members and then again by primary and social conditions of activity. Subsequently, the 
reified reflections of the first and second social science are defeated from the two sides, the large scale 
deliberations of frameworks and designs existing in some way above human heads, and the miniature 
reflections of ways of behaving or activities existing in some way within the genuine of people. The 
'third human science' rejects both these decreases of public activity, for example the vertical decrease, 
regarding it as the indication of foundational or underlying determinants, and the descending decrease 
regarding it as the sheer total of ways of behaving or activities. The possibility of social presence 
centers around what truly happens in human culture, at the level among designs and activities, where 
the limitations of designs and the elements of activities produce the genuine, experienced and 
perceptible get-togethers, the social-individual praxis making up daily existence, as a matter of fact the 
main life that individuals have, which is neither totally resolved nor totally free. In the idea of get-
together the agential (individual) contribution of acting people and the primary (situational) setting 
inside which they act are united in one, unified peculiarity. 
 Social presence is inherently powerful. The old representation of public activity gets a handle on 
this component quite well. Like life in the exacting sense, social presence never stops, on the grounds 
that once it stops it is no longer life. However, it is dynamic, not just in that frame of mind of a steady, 
unremitting activity or working (daily practice, regenerative 'changes in', as certain sociologists put it), 
yet additionally in the feeling of driving the useful, longer reach 'changes of': social cycles or changes. A 
long time back I proposed a reasonable model to decipher the elements of public activity. Reference 
Sztompka9 I was battling on two fronts. From one perspective I dismissed the thought of advancement, 
or development, or modernization, so regular of the 'main social science' - which expects some straight, 
unavoidable bearing of social (authentic) process deterministically driven by a few godlike, conceptual 
and reified powers, as though far beyond our human heads. Then again, I dismissed the possibility of a 
totally free, arbitrary, divided, and erratic course of human activities that wouldn't consider any fleeting 
consistencies, as suggested by the 'second social science'. All things considered, I presented the idea of 
'social becoming,' which artificially covers the two sides of the coin: the innate energy of cycles making 
(or restricting) open doors for practical, weighty activities by human entertainers, and the singular 
contribution by differently blessed entertainers, which permits them either to take advantage of or to 
forego these amazing open doors. The level where the two impacts meet in the unified progression of 
social change I named 'social organization.' At the time this was planned as my piece of what I currently 
see as the 'third human science' of social change. Presently we can connect these two focal ideas, social 
presence and social becoming, in the manufactured, unique model of 'social presence'. Social presence, 
comprised by friendly practices in the space of daily existence, drives the course of social turning into, 
the self-change of society by friendly organization, for example by especially supplied individuals acting 
inside the impediments or helps given by the acquired period of the social cycle, itself the aftereffect of 
prior training did by their ancestors in prior periods of the interaction. Social presence and social 
becoming comprise what is 'truly genuine', ontologically fundamental and earlier in a human culture. It 
is toward the examination, typology and hypothetical clarification of this degree of reality that the 'third 
social science' is currently moving. 
 
THE PROMISE OF VISUAL SOCIOLOGY 
 As referenced before, the systemic partner of the emphasis on regular daily existence is a move 
in the direction of subjective strategies. One of these is perception and its augmentation through visual 
(and comparable) procedures. In current culture there is a ton of things one might check whether one 
'simply glances around', noticing the exhortation of the German humanist referenced before. Yet, every 
one of them show up definitively at the degree of daily existence. One may not straightforwardly notice 
large scale objects, social classes, states, establishments or countries. One likewise will be unable to 
straightforwardly notice miniature implications, inspirations, aims of human activities. At the degree of 
regular daily existence, however, there is an entire 'range of perceivability'. Toward one side there are 
the unconstrained, yet socially polluted signals, non-verbal communication, 'face work', physiognomy, 
as well as the entire civilizational and specialized 'plan' of our current circumstance (so strikingly 
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bright and fluctuated in present day enormous urban communities). At the other post there are the 
different pictures intentionally made to pass on some significance or message: announcements, plugs, 
photos, pictures in magazines and diaries. In the middle between, we find deliberate stylizations of 
individuals, 'self introductions' meant to pass on a few data about themselves and their status: 
approaches to acting, talking, style of direct, 'savoir vivre', brands and designs, items used to dazzle 
others (the Rolex observes certain individuals wear, the homes in which they live, the vehicles they 
drive - as in the Mercedes promotion: ' you don't have to say something however you can!'). This 
incredibly rich iconography is available to perception and to its expansions, photography and other 
visual recording methods. In the event that until further notice we limit our conversation to 
photography, there are two manners by which this might be utilized in the humanism of regular daily 
existence: by taking photos of social circumstances, and by deciphering existing visual pictures. Taking 
pictures has many purposes. In any case, it raises our aversion to social circumstances since it replaces 
latent 'seeing', where the multitudinous turbulent impressions simply float before our eyes, by 
purposeful 'looking', where we deliberately select and rank pictures as per their significance. Three 
specialized elements of the visual camera are extremely useful here. To begin with, we need to zero in 
on something, and that implies choosing something of the greatest significance in the noticed 
circumstance. Second, we need to approach the image, and that implies organizing, or killing those 
elements of the circumstance considered less significant, or peripheral. Third, we need to decide the 
profundity of field, to recognize closer view from foundation. 
 
THE ORIGINS OF THE ‘THIRD SOCIOLOGY’ 
 Paradigmatic turns in the sociologies are generally a response to two situations. Some are of an 
intrinsic nature and have to do with scholarly propensities: the depletion of, or a disappointment, or 
much sheer fatigue, with prior thoughts. Different elements connect with the changing qualities of 
public activity itself, which can't be completely represented by before approaches. The street toward 
the humanism of the subjective investigation of daily existence was cleared by three hypothetical 
propensities arising in the second piece of the twentieth 100 years. A first propensity rose up out of the 
scrutinize of conceptual humanistic frameworks as exemplified at the time by the underlying 
functionalism of Talcott Parsons (see Gouldner Reference Gouldner10), and drove in three bearings: a 
subjectivist move in the direction of the investigation of goals, inspirations, and explanations for social 
activities, an agential move in the direction of the investigation of social entertainers and the manners 
by which they make and develop social designs, establishments, associations and so on, and a social 
move in the direction of the quest for the unpretentious, fundamental tissues of implications, rules, 
values, standards, suspicions, and 'propensities for the heart' controlling human lead. The main creators 
to advance these new lines of humanistic enquiry were: Erving Goffman and his dramaturgical theory, 
Reference Goffman11-Reference Goffman14 Harold Garfinkel and his ethno methodology Reference 
Garfinkel15, Reference Garfinkel16 and Alfred Schutz, Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman and their 
phenomenological approach.  
 
The ontological premises of the ‘third sociology’ 
 The new propensity of humanism zeroing in on the subjective investigation of day to day 
existence is still in a beginning stage of improvement. To turn into a substantial hypothetical direction it 
requires theoretical devices. I wish to propose and momentarily elaborate a few conditional theoretical 
qualifications. The focal idea of the 'third humanism' of rich ontological ramifications is social presence. 
At my idea (around then as Leader of ISA) this was the fundamental subject of the World Congress of 
Humanism at Durban in 2006, and the reaction of the members as well as the heatedness of the 
discussions show that I had hit on something significant. The idea of social presence draws a definitive 
outcomes of the old thought, currently stated by Aristotle, that people are social creatures, or all the 
more explicitly that presence is dependably aggregate - from birth to death. For the human species the 
focal component of presence is 'fellowship'. Thus, neither people nor social orders are independent or 
independent substances. Both are the simply scientific parts of a solitary individual-social reality, or 
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individual-cultural field, or informal community, or as the Clean writer Zbigniew Herbert puts it: 
between human space. The characteristic duality of the social texture was at that point got a handle on 
in one of the works of art of twentieth century humanism by Norbert Elias. Reference Elias24 The initial 
segment of the human condition goes by the mark: ' individual in the public eye'. There is no single, 
disconnected, independent person. Every one of us is an individual from some collectivity, and a 
singular character ('I') is the consequence of the spot an individual expects in a more extensive 
gathering ('We'). I'm with whom I meet, with whom I talk, with whom I become companions, with 
whom I wed, to whom I address - and the hints of all such experiences are in my account. The 
uniqueness of my character is because of the one of a kind bunch, the unrepeatable net, of such contacts 
in my present and from quite a while ago, as well as of the likely contacts in my future (all the more 
definitively the current open doors for such contacts because of my expert position, class standing, 
orientation, status). An individual is a remarkable 'tie' in the 'human web', the transporter of a one of a 
kind bundle of social connections. The second piece of the human condition goes by the name 'society of 
people'. This is maybe more instinctively self-evident. There is no general public above or past its 
partaking people. In every one of its appearances, which we frequently name by shorthand terms like 
the express, the country, the establishments, associations, and so forth, society is only a blend of 
entertainers and their activities, and all more conceptual or more long-lasting social qualities are the 
outcomes (frequently accidental and, surprisingly, unnoticed) of what ideals the individuals address 
and what they really do, offered the chances and limitations acquired from ages before them. 
 
The meaning and anatomy of everyday life 
 The idea of day to day existence isn't simple and may convey misdirecting implications. Along 
these lines, we initially need to determine what 'regular day to day existence' isn't, and afterward 
continue to characterize its positive highlights. To start with, regular daily existence isn't restricted to 
what Emile Durkheim called 'profanum' rather than 'sacrum'. It embraces Durkheim's 'sacrum', for 
example surprising events enriched with specific emblematic importance. Otherworldly, strict, custom, 
representative, serious, stately practices are incorporated close by sensible schedules. Lunch at work, 
mass in the congregation, shopping in the grocery store, going to a devoted sign, sitting in front of the 
television at night, and going to a show of the Berliner Philharmoniker - all are episodes of daily 
existence in the wide importance proposed here. Second, regular day to day existence isn't restricted to 
the existence of average folks in any 'class' sense (in English expression, the existence of the 'everyday 
people'), except incorporates similarly the existence of elites, big names (as one American television 
program calls it: ' The existence methods of the delightful, rich and popular'). Obviously, the regular 
daily existence of superstars is more beautiful, vivid and appealing to watch, and hence turns out a 
gigantic revenue to tabloids, paparazzi and tattle journalists. In any case, the class of day to day 
existence plays hooky divisions. Third, day to day existence isn't inseparable from private life and gone 
against to public life, it includes the two spaces despite the fact that the partaking entertainers might 
contrast. In any case, for legislators, writers, dynamic residents and, surprisingly, a great many people 
at the hour of races, the activities in the open arena are as similarly 'regularly' as any confidential 
occasions. To make or hear a political discourse, to take to the streets, or to go cast a vote don't contrast 
in that frame of mind from supper with companions, heading out to the films or going to a family get-
together. 
 What then, at that point, are the positive, characterizing qualities of day to day existence? In the 
first place, as we previously examined, daily existence is the detectable sign of social presence, and in 
this way it generally incorporates associations with others. It generally happens in a social setting. In 
any event, when we are separated from everyone else, others are practically present in our viewpoints, 
recollections, dreams - those whom we love or disdain, who are our companions or adversaries, with 
whom we collaborate or battle, whose organization we appreciate or despise, whose exhortation we 
value or reject, before whom we feel pride or disgrace. We generally lead with them what Margaret 
Toxophilite calls an 'inward conversation 'Reference Archer27 and this turns into an essential part 
forming our inspirations and activities. Second, regular day to day existence occasions are rehashed and 
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not one of a kind. Some of the time they are even recurrent, cadenced, transforming into schedules. 
They happen many days, a large number of months, or at specific fixed minutes during the year. Models 
include: eating out on Friday nights, going on outings to the country at ends of the week, going to chapel 
on Sundays, traveling in summer, skiing in winter, planting in spring and gathering in fall, observing 
Easter and Christmas, fasting on Great Friday and moving on New Year's eve. 
 
The perspectives of a new perspective 
 The social science of regular day to day existence is certainly not another discipline or subfield 
of humanism. Rather, it is another point of view, a point of vision that permits us to rethink all issues of 
human science. Reference Bennett and Watson30, 31 It doesn't supplant the first and the subsequent 
social science. It would be silly to recommend that all sociologists currently need to go to the 
investigation of regular daily existence. The historical backdrop of the humanities doesn't follow an 
example of dismissal and substitution. The new ideal models don't negate the old, yet added themselves 
to them, hence aggregately improving our vision. The humanism of daily existence proposes to add the 
investigation of get-togethers at the most genuine, self-evident and worn-out degree of regular daily 
existence to the examination of perplexing deliberations, social frameworks, designs and social 
activities. It asserts that such reflections track down their encapsulation and acknowledgment in the 
episodes of daily existence. Furthermore, thusly they are ideal to be seen, noticed, recorded, here. It is 
here that we find social imbalance, classes, power, globalization, character, modernization, the 
cultivating system and any remaining issues that are key to human science. Furthermore, what makes 
such a concentrate especially alluring is that the vast majority of public activity at this level is 
noticeable, discernible, and hence may open itself to the alluring and useful visual procedures, including 
photography, on which I have put an extraordinary accentuation. The social science of regular day to 
day existence gives a promising way to deal with the yet unsettled insider facts of social presence. It 
recommends a specific general hypothetical plan from which I might want to choose four issues. To 
start  with, the job of different social securities and different types of local area in the working of 
society. Second, the inventive inclination of human instinct, with its unending endeavor to advance, 
conquer limits, stretch out skylines and to add to social becoming. Third, the suddenness, emotionality, 
eccentric and capricious nature of human activities, with its characteristic opportunity even despite the 
most grounded outer requirements. Fourth, the human propensity to enrich the activities of oneself and 
those of others with importance, to  look for significance in public activity and in friendly association. 
 
Emphasis on Regional Sociology 
 Human science in India is currently exceptionally old discipline. In the creation of social science 
in India, other than the commitments of its principal architects, specifically, Radhakamal Mukherjee, G. 
S. Ghurye and Dhurjati Prasad Mukerji, incalculable researchers have additionally added to its 
development and advancement. Commitment of Teacher Bela Dutt Gupta is very particular as she 
attempted to relate humanistic reasoning and experimental exploration in the nineteenth hundred 
years, with exceptional reference to Bengal. Gupta's fundamental work (1972) mirrors her obligation to 
a similarity to observation and verifiable examining. Bela Dutt Gupta starts her 'presentation' in light of 
the perspectives communicated by Clinard and Senior Bottomore and Saran about Indian humanism. 
Gupta makes reference to that logical and strict direction of Indian savvy people have blocked 
experimentally based improvement of humanism in India. Writing on social science is either pale and 
impersonation of Western observational social science or established in Indian philosophical 
suspicions. Edward Shils likewise sees that there is 'versatile' and 'routinised' lacking imagination in 
India fundamentally because of pioneer heritage Bela Dutt Gupta uncovered a portion of these 
misinterpretations about humanism in India. She contends that the nearby history and native 
advancement of human science in India and all the more explicitly in West Bengal have not been as 
expected contemplated. Social and strict biases didn't disrupt the general flow of tolerating innate 
science models and techniques. Social science in India started around the center of the nineteenth 100 
years and it had a mainstream premise, and its starting point was in the particular issues of Indian 
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individuals (Sharma, 1985, p. 12). Gupta sees that the charge of Indian social science being 'versatile', 
'routinised' and 'custom bound' is unwarranted and mistaken. She composes, 
 It shows an absence of information and seeing as well, of the neighborhood history, and of the 
native improvements of organizations. It isn't a fact that there was any underlying hesitance or 
opposition among learned people in India in the eighteenth and nineteenth hundreds of years to make 
innate science as the worldview of human information. imperialism affected scholarly environment and 
personality in the nineteenth and the first-half of the twentieth hundreds of years. It is not necessarily 
the case that there has not been impact of the Western social science after Autonomy. Bela Dutt Gupta 
in this way contends that social science is definitely not a post-1947 peculiarity flourishing in 'acquired 
tufts'. She discusses 'a social science of social science', as likewise supported by Ramkrishna Mukherjee 
(1979a). Because of the disparaging perceptions about Indian humanism by a few Western researchers, 
Gupta responded that 'philosophical idea about society all in all and an endeavor to complete common 
arrangement of social issues portrayed the early forerunners of social science in India' The principal 
parts of Indian culture in the nineteenth century were social government assistance, social strategy and 
social activity. Formal humanism as a discipline for educating and research started during the 1920s. 
 
Sociological Imagination in Everyday Life 
 The American humanist C. Wright Factories proposed the idea of a humanistic creative mind in 
1970. As per him, to concentrate on human science, an individual should have the option to split away 
from their natural schedules to check out at their regular routines according to another perspective. 
The best illustration of the humanistic creative mind is to take a gander at something millions on the 
planet do consistently, drinking some espresso. One should look past drinking espresso as a basic 
reward and figure out its representative worth in our way of life. While drinking alone, espresso might 
be a piece of your own daily schedule, frequently a fundamental stage to begin a day. Later on, people 
might accumulate at bistros or bistros to snatch some espresso. Here one should perceive that the 
demonstration of mingling or making up for lost time is undeniably more significant than the actual 
espresso. The following fascinating part of espresso is that it contains caffeine and is a propensity 
shaping beverage. However, most social orders are tolerating of espresso and consequently don't 
dislike its buyers. At long last, drinking espresso is an immensely friendly demonstration since it joins 
individuals across the world. Espresso is fundamentally filled in less fortunate nations like Colombia 
and Brazil and consumed by moderately more prosperous nations like the US. Thus, the following time 
you get some espresso, pause and contemplate how you are partaking in different social connections 
and cooperations (Giddens and Sutton 2017). 
 
CONLUSION: 

Human science is the investigation of society through numerous hypothetical viewpoints. The 
main illustration of humanism is that society is certainly not an outer item to be considered. All things 
being equal, we all are dynamic citizenry and continually impact it. Along these lines, social science can 
be applied in regular daily existence by all citizenry. This article talks about three significant 
hypothetical customs related with the old style organizers behind humanism. The hypotheses of 
functionalism, struggle hypothesis and emblematic interactionism and their applications in regular 
daily existence are expounded upon. This is trailed by a prologue to the idea of humanistic creative 
mind. The article closes with models from the regular day to day existence of a humanism understudy. 
One of the main examples that each understudy of human science learns is that they should forget their 
recently mingled ways of behaving. During my most memorable social science address, I believed that 
unburdening myself from society's principles, standards and expectations was unthinkable. Afterward, I 
understood that social science shows you how to do likewise. It furnishes you with a humanistic focal 
point that assists you with rethinking the world. The most effective way to concentrate on humanism is 
to focus on our own lives. The families we are naturally introduced to, the religions we practice and the 
schools we go to are the topic of social science. The main instructing of human science isn't to fully trust 
anything. I utilize this idea in my day to day existence. It has assisted me with eliminating my 
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inclinations and comprehend the reason why the world is how it is. I have referenced three engaging 
models beneath to expound upon how humanism assumes a part in my day to day routine. 
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